
It will be a Battle to Overturn the Influence of the Global Elite

While walking this morning I had an understanding released to me of the big job ahead for conservatives 
around the world to neutralize the influence of the global Elite and bring a stop to their agendas. 

This revelation came as a bit of a shock to me. I’ve been aligning myself with Father’s plan for The  
Restoration of All Things through his sons, so having others work towards making change for the better 
didn’t seem to fit his plan. However, I’ve had to accept the contrary download that I received. 

The inspiration came after reading the editorial “Ugly Climate Change Battle Sweeps Conservatives Into 
Power”1 by Eric Abetz, a previous senator for the Australian Liberal Party. Here’s an extract of what he 
wrote:

“Globally, since the election of President Donald Trump in the United States in 2016, some of the most  
powerful democratic nations have seen major conservative shifts, specifically in the West.

Noteworthy is Giorgia Meloni in Italy, promising personal sovereignty. She's been serving as the prime  
minister since October 2022 and was elected at a time when the country was reeling from the loss of  
freedoms arising from the pandemic lockdowns. She's holding a holiday festival for conservatives, and  
she’s invited British Prime Minister Rishi Sunak and champion of free speech Twitter/X owner Elon Musk.

Also, Geert Wilders of the Netherlands, known as the Dutch Donald Trump, recently came to power in the  
country. He did not get the votes to sit in the highest office, but his Party for Freedom now holds the  
majority. He's anti-immigration, a problem plaguing Europe.

Finally, Javier Milei in Argentina, famous for pledging to take a chainsaw to the state, is a wild card. A  
former soccer player, you may have seen his face photoshopped onto the United States hundred dollar bill  
due to his dedication to sticking with the dollar and cutting economic ties with China. He’s vehemently  
opposed to socialism and he’s already eliminated nine bureaucratic agencies in his first days leading the  
country.

Do the elections of these populists signal a real turn away from a global totalitarian power overreach?” 2

 As I mused over his article in my mind as I walked, I came to a number of realisations (inspirations):

1. We can’t wait for the full manifestation of “the sons of God” to see evil dealt with.

2. A lot of damage is done while wait for that manifestation as it may take another 100 years or more to 
come into effect.

3. The lives of individuals living these days are oppressive, and it will only get worse, if nothing is 
done about it now.

4. People working for good (like Jesus of Nazareth did) will work in tandem with sons in these times.

5. Sons will need to work in the world as well as in the Kingdom to see changes take place around  
them.

6. When we do work for good, it must be done Father’s way and with his heart, otherwise it will be  
counter-productive for the Kingdom.

I also came to the realization that there are successful counter-moves going on at this very moment as the 
public begin to oppose the efforts of The Elite for world domination.

The new, 2023 NZ government has ‘set the ball rolling’ by working to take back what the woke, PC and 
the Left have put in place. They were elected into power on the mandate to make such changes, so it is 
heartening to see that they have begun doing so, despite the opposition. 

1 – www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/ugly-climate-change-battle-sweeps-conservatives-into-power-5535118 
2 – “Shift Right: Conservative Tide Sweeping the World”
       www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/shift-right-conservative-tide-sweeping-the-world-5548265 
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Here’s what’s been reported so far:

• '3 Rs' mandated daily in schools from term one 20243

• 1 Hour for maths, reading, writing to be mandated for primary school students.4

• Gender ideology axed from national curriculum in schools.5

• Politics of warm, fuzzy feeling is booted out.6

• Identity Politics are out.7

• English to become the official language in schools.8

• Race-based health system to be abolished by cancelling the special Māori Health Authority.9

• Top-Down Mandate on housing to be axed.10

• New mines to be fast-tracked.11

• Ban on offshore oil, gas exploration to be overturned.12

• The 'Three Waters' scheme to be repealed.

• Public finances will be put back in order.13

• The $7.4 billion Transport Plan for the capital scrapped.14

• Moving to overturn a smoking ban on younger generations.15

• Immigrant numbers will be reduce to relieve pressure on housing and infrastructure.16

• All COVID-19 vaccine mandates to be ended.17

Actually, there’s a switch in elected governments in other parts of the world where Centre-Right leaders  
have been elected to eliminate Left wing ideology from their democracies and republics. 

“As a new wave of centre-right governments come to the fore around the world, it is important for  

3 – “New Zealand to Mandate '3 Rs' Daily in Schools From Term One 2024” (21-12-2023)
       www.theepochtimes.com/world/new-zealand-to-mandate-3-rs-daily-in-schools-from-term-one-5549238 
4 – “NZ Government to Mandate 1 Hour for Math, Reading, Writing for Primary School Students” (21-12-2023)
       www.theepochtimes.com/world/nz-government-to-mandate-1-hour-for-math-reading-writing-for-primary-school-students-5539458 
5 – “New Zealand To Axe Gender Ideology From National Curriculum In Schools” (21-12-2023)
        www.theepochtimes.com/world/new-zealand-to-axe-gender-ideology-from-national-curriculum-in-schools-5543319 
6 – “New Zealand Boots Out the Politics of Warm, Fuzzy Feelings” (18-10-2023)
       www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/new-zealand-boots-out-the-politics-of-warm-fuzzy-feelings-5510383 
7 – “Out With Identity Politics, In With Personal Responsibility: New Zealand Government” (28-1-2024)
       www.theepochtimes.com/world/out-with-identity-politics-in-with-personal-responsibility-new-zealand-governing-party-5575300 
8 – “English to Become Official Language of New Zealand Under New Government” (26-11-2023)
       www.theepochtimes.com/world/english-to-become-official-language-of-new-zealand-under-new-government-5535918 
9 – The abolition of the Māori-specific Health Authority (Te Aka Whai Ora), created in 2022,. Maori health will be incorporated inside the
      Ministry of Health.
      “NZ Government Moves to Abolish Maori Health Authority” (15-1-2024)
        www.theepochtimes.com/world/new-zealands-maori-health-authority-to-be-abolished-5566455 
      “Health Official Quits In Response to Conservative Government Overturning NZ Smoking Ban” (12-12-2023)
       www.theepochtimes.com/world/indigenous-health-leader-quits-over-repeal-of-new-zealands-smokefree-laws-5545804 
10 – “NZ Government to Axe Top-Down Mandate on Housing” (8-1-2024)
       www.theepochtimes.com/world/nz-government-to-axe-top-down-mandate-on-housing-5560302 
11 – “New Zealand Government Will Fast-Track New Mines” (13-1-2024)
        www.theepochtimes.com/world/new-zealand-government-will-fast-track-new-mines-5565075 
12 – “Overturn Ban on Offshore Oil, Gas Exploration” (24-11-2023)
        www.theepochtimes.com/world/new-nz-government-to-overturn-ban-on-offshore-oil-gas-exploration-5535127 
13 – “Taxpayers Will No Longer Be Treated Like ATMs: New Zealand PM” (18-2-2024)
         www.theepochtimes.com/world/new-zealand-economy-fragile-tough-choices-ahead-says-prime-minister-5589867 
14 – “New Kiwi Government Scraps $7.4 Billion Transport Plan for Capital” (19-12-2023)
        www.theepochtimes.com/world/7-4-billion-transport-plan-scrapped-for-nzs-capital-city-5548638 
15 – “Health Official Quits In Response to Conservative Government Overturning NZ Smoking Ban” (12-12-2023)
        www.theepochtimes.com/world/indigenous-health-leader-quits-over-repeal-of-new-zealands-smokefree-laws-5545804 
16 – “New Zealand's Migration Levels Not Sustainable: PM” (10-12-2023)
       www.theepochtimes.com/world/immigration-not-the-answer-to-new-zealands-pm-5544631         
17 – “New Zealand Government to End All COVID-19 Vaccine Mandates” (24-11-2023)
        www.theepochtimes.com/article/new-zealand-government-to-end-all-covid-19-vaccine-mandates-5535119 
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them to embrace the arrangements necessary to form and stay in government.

This will be the task confronting Geert Wilders as he seeks to cobble together a cohesive government  
from the latest round of elections in the Netherlands which saw his Freedom Party win the most seats  
of any party, but still far shy from a majority.” 18

Javier Milei, Argentina's New Libertarian President is a case in point:

“Argentina's President-elect Javier Milei set forth an ambitious agenda that clinched his victory in the  
recent election, including a pledge to abolish the country's central bank and switch to the U.S. dollar.

Despite speculation of a potential  shift  toward more moderate policymaking in the lead-up to his  
inauguration, Mr. Milei has reiterated his determination to shutter the central bank, calling it “non-
negotiable.”

With Argentina now gearing up for the possibility of a nation without a central bank and a shift to the  
U.S.  dollar  from the  peso,  many  economists  are  discussing  whether  these  measures  would  help  
resuscitate the economy.” 19

He recently confrontationally addressed the WEF at the 2024 Davos meeting and scolded them on what 
they were doing to the people of the world:

“Milei’s main target was socialism and all those who want to use state power to override the decisions  
of people in the marketplace. He is an economist so naturally that was his main focus. The enemy of  
humanity, he declared, is socialism in all its forms. Echoing Ronald Reagan, he said repeatedly that the  
government is not the solution but the core problem. The answer is always and everywhere free-
market capitalism…

Many world leaders need to hear his detailed demographic demonstration of the prosperity that came  
with free markets and how they seriously improved the lot of everyone for two centuries at least. In his  
view, the idea of socialism is the enemy of a prosperous society and therefore must be rejected. He  
went further to say that all varieties of socialism threaten fundamental values of the West.” 20

WATCH the video of his address, by choosing one of the following links:

• twitter.com/i/status/1747890393663017188    [THE BEST VERSION: His language converted to English by AI]

• www.youtube.com/watch?v=4z44XP4u9Xs   

• www.weforum.org/events/world-economic-forum-annual-meeting-2024/sessions/special-address-  
by-javier-milei-president-of-argentina 

Italy’s new conservative Prime Minister, Giorgia Meloni, is also moving away from Leftist direction after  
she was elected to put her nation’s interest first and foremost:

“Her rise to power at the head of the party she founded has been meteoric…Although she has led her  
party for 10 years, her experience in government is limited to a spell as Italy's youngest minister in the  
Berlusconi government from 2008-11. Her party won the September 2022 elections with 26% of the  
vote, even though it had polled only 4.3% four years earlier.

"Italians have sent a clear message in favour of a right-wing government led by Brothers of Italy," she  
declared after her election win. With her partners from the far-right League and centre-right of ex-
prime minister Silvio Berlusconi, she has a strong majority to steer through her programme.

A clue to her priorities came in a typically raucous speech she gave in Spain last June.

18 – “The Winning Formula for a Conservative Revival Around the World” (27-11-2023)
          www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/firm-values-the-key-to-a-conservative-revival-around-the-world-5536310  
19 – “Argentina's New Libertarian President Wants to Abolish Central Bank—Can He Achieve His Goal?” (28-11-2023)
          www.theepochtimes.com/article/argentinas-new-libertarian-president-wants-to-abolish-central-bank-can-he-achieve-his-goal-5536642 
20 – “Javier Milei on Socialism and Statism” (WEF 2023)    www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/javier-milei-on-socialism-and-statism-5569271 
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"Yes to the natural family, no to the LGBT lobby, yes to sexual identity, no to gender ideology... no to  
Islamist violence, yes to secure borders, no to mass migration... no to big international finance... no to  
the bureaucrats of Brussels!"

In another well-quoted speech from 2019 she said: "I am Giorgia, I'm a woman, I'm a mother... I'm  
Christian."”

In  an effort  to  move Italy  away from the  influence of  major  powers,  she  is  pulling away from the  
country’s connection with Ĉhina:

“Italy  is  pulling  out  of  China's  Belt  and  Road  Initiative  (BRI),  delivering  a  major  blow  to  the  
communist regime's ambitious project.

Italy was the only member of the Group of 7 leading economic powers to have joined the trillion-
dollar  project,  which  Chinese  leader  Xi  Jinping  launched  a  decade  ago  to  expand  the  regime's  
geopolitical influence through infrastructure investment.

Prime Minister Giorgia Meloni confirmed the exit from the Chinese project on Thursday.

"I think that we should ... improve our cooperation with China on trade, the economy," Ms. Meloni  
told reporters in her first public comments on the issue since reports that Rome was communicating  
with Beijing about the decision, according to Reuters.

"The tool of the (BRI) ... has not produced the results that were expected," she added.

The BRI memorandum of understanding between Rome and Beijing was valid until March 2024. Italy  
had to decide before the end of this year whether it opted to end the agreement. Otherwise, the deal  
would be automatically renewed for another five years.” 21

And, it continues elsewhere, all over the globe:

“Rejection is a fact of life. It’s an unwelcome fact that spares no-one including the World Health  
Organisation (WHO). They’ve been banging on the doors of countries like determined encyclopaedia  
salesmen offering up benefits of the pandemic instrument and the International Health Regulations  
(IHR).  Yet  while  a  number  of  the  doors  have swung open wider  than the  proverbial  jaws of  an  
insatiable crocodile, some are being slammed shut. The rejection saga unfolds in some countries like a  
tragic opera.” 22

President Trump of the US, was the first to respond to the danger of the UN. He withdrew his country 
from WHO23 and UNHRC,24 while an earlier congressional bill to leave the UN had been introduced, but 
not pass.25 He also withdrew the US from the Paris Climate Agreement.26 Unfortunately, as is the usual 
case,27 when Joe Biden became president, he restored the US membership of UN agencies.

For us in Australia, we demonstrated our objection to the directions the ‘rulers’ want to take us by voting 
NO to the Aboriginal Voice to Parliament.28 It was a resounding 60:40 routing of the plans of the Left, and 
it was done peacefully at the ballot box, by both conservatives and the wise public. This is probably the  

21 – “Italy Exits China's Belt and Road Project” (8-12-2023)
         www.theepochtimes.com/china/italy-exits-chinas-belt-and-road-project-5543957 
22 – “Who Is Rejecting the WHO?” (6-12-2023)    www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/who-is-rejecting-the-who-5542005 
23 – “Trump moves to officially withdraw U.S. from World Health Organization” (7-7-2020)
          www.cbsnews.com/news/trump-who-world-health-organization-us-notice-of-withdrawal/ 
24 – “Trump administration pulls US out of UN human rights council”  (20-6-2018)
          apnews.com/article/9c5b1005f064474f9a0825ab84a16e91 
25 – “A bill has already been introduced in Congress to remove the US from the United Nations” (24-1-2017)
          www.businessinsider.com/american-sovereignty-restoration-act-us-withdraw-un-2017-1?op=1 
26 – “Climate change: US formally withdraws from Paris agreement” (4-11-2020)
          www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-54797743 
27 – Peter Garret “'We'll just change it all'” (3-11-2007)
        www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/well-just-change-it-all-20071103-gdri2h.html 
28 – “Voice referendum updates: Nation votes No to Voice to Parliament, with all six states rejecting change…”  (14-10-2023)
          www.abc.net.au/news/2023-10-14/live-updates-voice-to-parliament-referendum-latest-news/102969568 
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first sign that the Australian public are ‘sick to death’ of the Elite’s agenda to destroy democracy and 
national sovereignty, and to bring in autocratic control.29 However, the national momentum of dissidence 
is building in many ways.30 For Example: The push-back on those who wanted to cancel Australia Day is 
a new catalyst for increased dissidence.31

Also, some church leaders have voiced the need to eliminate wokeness and political correctness (PC) 
from church organisations. For example:

“Woke  ideology  is  infiltrating  American  society—and  even  the  Church.  Eric  Metaxas,  author  of  
"Letter to the American Church," argues that if Christians don’t stand up to this subversion of our  
society, then they are complicit in what’s happening. We spoke to Mr. Metaxas at Turning Point’s  
AmericaFest in Phoenix, Ariz. about how faith without action is not true faith.” 32

What Can Be Done

Firstly, as the efforts of conservatives and Centre-right individuals in the community work to restore 
sensible conditions for our nation, we must not work against them or attack them for not working for The 
Kingdom. This is very easy to do from an us-versus-them mentality and from spiritual pride. We must 
avoid such negative mindsets in ourselves and our ekklesias. 

Secondly, we must not support violence, anarchy or hate language among those outside of The Kingdom 
as they work against the Elite’s plans. Especially, we must not get drawn into such activities ourselves.

Thirdly, we must operate out of Father’s heart at all times, showing love to others, while resisting their 
efforts to destroy our society and us as a nation. This will be hard for us to do, but we must function as  
sons  at  all  times,  even when working in  opposition to  others,  even large  percentages  of  the  nation.  
Actually, this was demonstrated by Jacinta Nampijinpa Price33 and Nyunggai Warren Mundine34 for the 
NO campaign35 against the Aboriginal Voice to Parliament referendum for Australians in 2023.

So how can we support those who are working outside of the Kingdom to prevent the takeover by the  
global Elites? Here’s a few suggestions:

1. Fly the Australian flag outside your house to show your support for 
the way the nation is currently.  If  necessary, because of attacks 
from  others, just do it for the week of Australia Day.

2. Answer with facts when people ask you questions. Do it without 
fear, but be judicious in what you say, and to whom you say it.

3. Don't be silent. Speak up when you hear ignorance being spoken, 
but be honouring and caring as you do.

4. Don’t get into heated arguments. These serve no purpose. Just say 
what you need to say and quietly, but firmly, answer any questions.

5. Report or confront what's out of alignment with the best running of the nation and it’s institutions,  
as well as bad government policy.

6. Use the ballot box to oust those who do not align with the best interests of the nation.

29 – “'Shame on them': Australians 'sick and tired' of woke corporates making decisions for them”  (12-1-2024)
            www.skynews.com.au/opinion/shame-on-them-australians-sick-and-tired-of-woke-corporates-making-decisions-for-them/video/6e72076fb244ef174801a3db36e3b3e9 

30 – “'Cancelling Australia Day by stealth': 'People are tired' of woke corporates” (18-1-2024)
          www.msn.com/en-au/news/other/cancelling-australia-day-by-stealth-people-are-tired-of-woke-corporates/ar-AA1naUUO 
        “Drakes Supermarkets boss slams Woolworths on social media for decision to stop selling Australia Day merchandise”
          7news.com.au/news/drakes-supermarkets-boss-slams-woolworths-on-social-media-for-decision-to-stop-selling-australia-day-merchandise--c-13311160 
31 – “They are trying to cancel Australia Day! Don’t let them win.” (January 2024)    youtube.com/shorts/q_BEpVtICZc 
32 – “'Faith Without Action Is Not Faith': Eric Metaxas on How the American Church is at a Tipping Point” (18-12-2023)
          www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/faith-without-action-is-not-faith-eric-metaxas-on-how-the-american-church-is-at-a-tipping-point-5548927 
33 – en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacinta_Nampijinpa_Price 
34 – en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warren_Mundine 
35 – www.fairaustralia.com.au
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7. Support minor parties who are not Left, environmental, global-aligned, socialist, Labor-supporting 
or want more government control.

8. Take kids to another school when the teaching is not in alignment with sound knowledge that 
builds up our nation, supports democracy and promotes freedom.

9. Choose  private  schools  for  your  children  where  they  have  the  right  values  and  don’t  try  to 
indoctrinate pupils with woke ideas, socialism and political correctness.

10. Homeschool your children so you can train them as well as have them taught the right facts, 
history and beliefs.36

11. Take  your  business  elsewhere  –  Businesses  respond  to  customer  pressure,  especially  when 
revenue drops.37

REMEMBER: They will assess us by our words and by the fruits of our lives. This is critical for us to 
keep a check on.

If we say nothing, the ‘Silent Majority’ will continue to be trampled on and evil will succeed. In World 
War II, it was the allies who rose up to defeat the expanding tyranny and evil of the Japanese, Italian and 
German axis, who were successful in creating the peace in the West we’ve had since then. However, evil  
continues  to  work  in  other  ways  when  stymied,  so  today,  it  is  working  through  the  Global  Elites, 
communism, Socialism and the UN (just to name a few). We cannot be silent and inactive. If we had done  
so in WWII, Australia would most likely be a Japanese territory today.

• WATCH: “The Cost of Staying Silent in the Face of Bullying Mobs”
www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/the-cost-of-staying-silent-in-the-face-of-bullying-mobs-
katherine-brodsky-5579043 

IMPORTANT: There must be no distractions from the King’s work for us. We can’t afford to be 
diverted into the work that outsiders are doing – that’s not Kingdom. We can support their efforts, if it’s  
part of our responsibilities in raising our children, where we buy our goods, and who we vote for, but it  
must not take hold of our heart and mind.

The Outcome

This  remains unknown to us.  Therefore,  we wait  and see who will  join the move against  the Elite,  
globalisation, wokeness, political correctness, and government control. 

We also wait and see how many sons manifest over the coming years, and how many of them align with 
Heaven and mature in a way that empowers them to impact the nation in a significant way.

Laurence
4-2-2023
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36 – My Homeschooler’s Webpage:  canberraforerunners.org/?page_id=54081 
37 – “Los Angeles Times Went Woke, Now Is Going Broke” (28-1-2024)
          www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/los-angeles-times-went-woke-now-is-going-broke-5575067 
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	I also came to the realization that there are successful counter-moves going on at this very moment as the public begin to oppose the efforts of The Elite for world domination.

